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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Terrorism research increased markedly after the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001 (9/
11). How has research on this subject changed in the past 20 years? I examine
data on more than 6,000 academic articles on terrorism between 1970 and
2019, and the more than 1,500 authors of multiple articles. This information
comes from every article in the Web of Science database with “terrorism” or
“terrorist” in the title. Several primary findings emerge. (1) The volume of
terrorism research surged to record highs after 9/11, and has not decreased
since. (2) Psychologists became the most numerous terrorism researchers
after 9/11, displacing political scientists for about 10 years. Research on
health or medical aspects of terrorism jumped after 9/11. (3) The proportion
of female scholars increased substantially after 9/11, outpacing the rise in
academia generally. This is in part because scholars new to the field were
often from disciplines with relatively high percentages of women, such as
psychology. (4) Terrorism scholars were mostly based in North America or
Western Europe before 9/11, but the number of countries with scholars
publishing terrorism research expanded considerably after 2001. Overall,
terrorism research has developed in many ways over the decades, but 9/11
led to fundamental changes.

Terrorism; research; 9/11;
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journals; research on
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The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, in the United States killed more people, and in many ways
had more of a lasting impact, than any other single-day atrocity by non-state actors in modern
history.1 The attacks also had profound effects on terrorism research. It has been noted that the
volume of research on the subject increased after the attacks (hereafter 9/11), but the precise extent of
the increase has been unclear. More importantly, other consequences of 9/11 for terrorism scholarship
are under-analyzed, but it seems likely that such a massive event, and the resulting surge in research,
transformed the literature in numerous ways.
This manuscript seeks to address these issues by assembling two databases: one of articles on
terrorism, and the other on the authors of these articles. The article database is the most expansive
collection of articles on terrorism to date, covering 1970–2019. Unlike some other data collection
efforts, this data set includes articles from all types of journals, and not only terrorism journals.
Regarding authors, biographical information was gathered on the more than 1,500 scholars who have
published at least two academic articles on terrorism. Methodological reasons require some analyses to
be conducted on fewer years, but this are still the largest data sets of terrorism articles and authors
studied.
At least four key patterns appear. First, the post-9/11 surge in research is both substantial and
sustained. The number of articles classified as being on terrorism increased sevenfold between the
decade before 9/11 and the decade after it. Terrorism research has not decreased since then. Second,
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psychologists overtook political scientists as the most prolific researchers of terrorism from 2002–
2011. Third, the proportion of female scholars increased substantially after 9/11, outpacing the rise in
academia generally. The seems to be at least in part because many scholars new to the field after 9/11
were from disciplines with relatively high percentages of women, notably psychology.2 Finally,
scholars based in the U.S. made up the majority of terrorism researchers for most of the sample,
although their share decreased sharply starting in 2002 as scholars based in other countries started
researching terrorism.
The next section briefly discusses previous research on trends in terrorism research. The third
section introduces the data and describes how it was gathered. The fourth section discusses major
trends in more detail. It focuses on to what extent terrorism research increased after 9/11, and how 9/
11 has affected the set of scholars researching terrorism. The final section concludes with broader
implications and suggestions for future research.

Terrorism research in context
A great deal has been written about terrorism research. There have been many literature reviews, for
example summarizing the main debates in the field.3 Most of the quantitative database-driven analyses
of terrorism studies as a field have looked at research methodology, such as the relative rarity of
primary sources and statistics, and co-authoring vs. solo work. Scholars have also explored which
topics are studied. Regarding some of the most temporally expansive quantitative meta-studies, in
roughly chronological order: Silke’s path-breaking work analyzes multiple periods (1995–1999, 1990–
2004, 1990–2007),4 Reid and Chen study 1965–2003,5 Lum and co-authors examine 1971–2003,6 Chen
analyzes 1990–2003,7 Gordan studies 1965–2010,8 and Schuurman examines 2007–2016.9 Most of this
work mentions that terrorism scholarship has increased since 9/11, and Silke’s 2007 chapter is
explicitly focused on how 9/11 has affected terrorism studies. Building on his previous research,
Silke finds that collaborative research increased after 9/11, as did the use of statistics. He also
documents that research on Al Qaeda and other Islamist terrorists increased dramatically after 9/11.
Gordon notes some post-9/11 trends, for example that medical research on terrorism had increased in
the 2000s.
This line of investigation has been fundamental to understanding issues in terrorism research, and
helping to improve it. However, the extant research provides an incomplete picture of the potential
effects of 9/11 on terrorism research, for at least two reasons. First, regarding the number of years
analyzed, some of the meta-studies include both pre and post-9/11 years, but they were published
fairly recently after the attacks. The relatively few post-9/11 years are insufficient to observe longerterm trends. A second issue is that some studies only look at research in terrorism journals, over
looking research in, for example, criminology or political science journals.10 These samples are
important for understanding the outlets that focus on terrorism, but a tradeoff is that they exclude
research in other types of journals. This is an issue because, as the analysis below suggests, a vast
amount of research on terrorism occurs outside of terrorism-only journals.
9/11 seems to have greatly affected terrorism studies. Sánchez-Cuenca argues that there have been
two waves of terrorism studies: one starting with the advent of international terrorism in the 1970s,
and a second wave triggered by 9/11 and jihadist terrorism.11 This is consistent with Silke’s analysis,
which seems to be the one study focused on how 9/11 affected terrorism studies.12 Similarly, some
research has looked at to what extent terrorism changed after 9/11.13 And while the work discussed
above has provided some insight into the possible shifts in terrorism research starting with 9/11, more
analysis is needed. Beyond spurring more research on jihadist terrorism, or specific tactics such as
aircraft hijacking, it is unclear how 9/11 transformed terrorism studies.
The rest of the manuscript focuses on effects of 9/11 by looking at four specific topics. First, to what
extent the terrorism research, and scholarly community of researchers, increased after 9/11. Second,
have there been any shifts in the most common disciplinary homes (political science, economics, etc.)
of scholars studying terrorism? Scholars of many backgrounds study terrorism, but the distribution of
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scholars is unclear. Few studies have looked at related questions in detail.14 Third, the gender ratio of
terrorism scholars, to my knowledge, has rarely been studied, if at all. Has the percentage of female
terrorism scholars has changed over time, and could it be related to in the increase in post-9/11
research? There has been a growing focus on gendered dynamics of social science research.15 Some
scholars have noted anecdotally that the number of female scholars researching terrorism has
increased,16 but specific trends and possible causes are under-explored. Finally, what countries
produce the most terrorism research? It has been noted that topics like security studies are dominated
by U.S.-based researchers, consistent with some broader trends in scientific production.17 There has
been less research into where terrorism knowledge is produced. New data will allow us to look at all
these important topics.

Data collection
The process began with Web of Science, which indexes more than 21,000 journals, including prominent
terrorism journals.18 Most journals are in English, but many journals in other languages are included as
well, often with English-language titles and abstracts.19 We searched for all articles with the words
“terrorism” or “terrorist” in the title. This is somewhat of a conservative criterion, since there certainly
are articles on the subject that do not explicitly have these terms in the title. However, this is consistent
with how some other authors have searched.20 Alternate search terms, such as “insurgency,” are
discussed below. The focus on titles was chosen because including any article with “terrorism” in an
abstract could produce many false positives, such as an article that only throws out the term as an
example, but did not study it in depth. Additionally, the use of abstracts and keywords was inconsistent
until recent decades, so a search seeking information from the 1970s, for example, could produce
unreliable results. In all, the counts of articles should be considered low-end estimates, creating a sample
that, while incomplete, is likely to be representative of the broader universe of terrorism articles.
This approach returned 6,880 articles, with a few published in the early 20th century, but a critical
mass appearing in the 1970s. The searches were conducted in 2020, so December 31, 2019 was used as
the cutoff date to have the complete year of 2019. The articles appeared in a broad range of journals,
over 2,000, many of which only published one or two articles on terrorism. Some journals appeared
frequently, and the journals with the most articles in the database include Studies in Conflict and
Terrorism, Terrorism and Political Violence, the Journal of Conflict Resolution, Defence and Peace
Economics, Risk Analysis, and Kriminalistik.
To obtain information about the discipline of the journal publishing the article, each journal was
categorized either “psychology,” “political science,” “sociology,” “computer science,” or similar
categories.21 Some were labelled “terrorism and conflict studies,” although there were really only
two terrorism-focused journals until after 9/11.22 These labels were then used to determine the
prominence of different fields over time. Article information was then “collapsed” by year to have
a total number of terrorism articles published per year, a total number of articles in each discipline
published each year, and so forth.
Obtaining the data on terrorism scholars was more complex. We again started with Web of Science,
and searched for the articles with “terrorism” or “terrorist” in the title. Then we requested to see the list
of authors, which returned 9,986 authors. Some duplicates were identified, such as scholars listed with
their middle initial on some publications, but without on others. These duplicate records were
combined, reducing the sample.
To further hone the sample of terrorism scholars, it was decided to only include scholars who had
authored or co-authored at least two articles. This acknowledges, as previous research has shown, that
a good deal of terrorism research is written by scholars who only “drop in” to write one paper on the
topic.23 Focusing on repeat-article scholars is consistent with the idea of gathering information on
terrorism scholars as opposed to scholars primarily working on another topic who happen to write or
co-author one study on the subject. Additionally, gathering biographical information such as gender
or discipline on nearly 10,000 authors was frankly not possible given resources. Some sub-sample was
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necessary. Excluding the many authors who only authored one article on terrorism produced a sample
of 1,723 terrorism scholars—all those who had published at least two articles on the topic.
Regarding the distribution of articles per author in this sub-sample, the average number of
publications per author is 3, and the modal value is 2. The majority of scholars in the sample of
1,723 only publish two articles, but there are still more than 200 who publish at least 5 articles.
Additionally, it is emphasized that these are conservative counts, low numbers, due to the rule of only
including articles with “terrorism” or “terrorist” in the title. As a result, many of the scholars only
credited with two articles probably published additional terrorism articles without these key terms in
the title. In spite of the strict inclusion criteria, there are still serious outliers, a small number of
scholars publishing dozens of terrorism articles. Some of these include Todd Sandler (60 articles),
Sandro Galea (35), James Piazza (29), and Betty Pfefferbaum (26).
The next step was to gather information on these scholars. Variables collected included: discipline
of PhD or primary discipline of work, highest degree earned, gender, year of first terrorism
publication, year of final terrorism publication, and country of work at most recent publication. The
author and a research assistant looked through the following sources: author affiliation information in
journal articles, faculty webpages, personal webpages, and then online news articles and obituaries.
These sources produced information for the vast majority of scholars.24 Information for a small
number of scholars could not be found. These records were excluded from the analysis.
The author data was then converted into yearly data to see trends over time. Because each scholar
had a year listed for their first terrorism publication and final terrorism publication, they are
considered active terrorism scholars during those years, inclusive. For example, if a scholar published
one article on terrorism in 2003, and only one other in 2006, they are counted as an active terrorism
scholar in 2003, 2004, 2005, and 2006. For most scholars, this is a reasonable way to estimate the
approximate years that they are “active” as researchers on the topic. The average author in the sample
is active for about six years, but a few scholars such as Martha Crenshaw, Todd Sandler, and Bruce
Hoffman, are considered active for more than three or four decades.25
One potential drawback of this approach is that as scholars reach the final year of the data collection
(2019), there is the possibility that they are incorrectly categorized as “no longer active” when they
might in fact have research published in 2020 or 2021. For example, if a scholar publishes their first
terrorism article in 2012, and a second in 2015, and a third will be probably be published in 2021, that
scholar is only recorded as being “active” from 2012–2015. This is incorrect because the scholar is
working on terrorism in 2016 and beyond. Another potentially concerning situation is that of a scholar
who publishes their first article in 2016, for example, and is set to have a second article come out in
2020, that author will not appear in the data since they do not reach the two-article minimum before
the data end in 2019. Both of these situations suggest there is likely to be an artificial decrease in
scholars in the data several years before 2019. To address this, descriptive data on scholars is only
reported for up to 2015. This should eliminate the vast majority of cases of false termination or
exclusion, as it gives us several years to observe (2016–2019) to see if the scholar will publish again on
terrorism.
Another potential limitation is that a scholar could publish only two articles many years apart, for
example one in 1970, and another in 2015. This would result in their being listed as an “active”
terrorism scholar from 1970–2015, when in fact they might not have been researching terrorism at all
from 1970–2014. This would be inaccurate. However, the data was carefully analyzed for cases like
this, and gaps of even 10 years with no publications are extremely rare. It is unlikely that this
hypothetical situation would affect inferences. On balance, the approach of coding scholars as “active”
from the year of their first article to the year of the last article seems to be a reasonable way to
understand when scholars were studying terrorism.
It also should be acknowledged that the two samples (articles and authors) end up being different,
so patterns should not be exactly the same across them. The sample of authors is a sub-sample—only
the articles of authors with multiple articles. Additionally, the classification of disciplines is not the
same for the two samples. Many articles are in journals that are terrorism-specific journals (e.g.,
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Terrorism and Political Violence), while most authors pertain to a particular discipline, e.g., the
discipline of their PhD, which is usually not “terrorism studies.” Furthermore, patterns of articles
and authors are likely to be different because authors do not exclusively publish in journals matching
their own discipline. Many political scientists, for example, publish in terrorism journals, so political
science journals do not seem as prominent as political scientists in terrorism studies. As a result, while
the samples are complementary, they have differences that make it unlikely that they will demonstrate
the same precise tendencies.

Analysis
Figure 1 shows a massive increase in research on terrorism following 9/11. Using the conservative
criteria of articles with “terrorism” or “terrorist” in the title, there were never more than 81 such
articles per year through 2000. In the decade before 2001, the average year saw about 39 such articles
published. In the decade after 2001, the average increased by seven times to 283 articles per year.
Longer term, the increase is greater. The post-9/11 average through 2019 is 304 articles per year.
Several additional points are apparent. First, the post-9/11 increase started in 2001—in spite of the
attacks occurring in September, and time required peer review. 2001 saw 168 articles on terrorism,
mostly in the final months of the year. This was the triple the number in 2000 (52). It is noteworthy
that so much terrorism research could be published within months of the attack.26 Second, the 9/11
increase was not a temporary spike. Research has not declined to near pre-9/11 years in the 20 years
since, suggesting some stickiness or inertia.
A third trend in Figure 1 is that in 2015–2018, a spike in terrorism research occurred. The rise of
ISIS is probably be behind this. During those years, there are many articles about ISIS’s territorial
expansion, the related migrant crises, and attacks in Europe. The sizeable increase is perhaps surpris
ing given the shift in U.S. government priorities those years—from counterterrorism to great power
competition.27 However, the new U.S. government policy focus, and related decrease in funding (see
below), probably explains why the ISIS increase seems to have been short-lived. This is a contrast
compared to the 9/11 increase, which mostly led to a new plateau.

Figure 1. Terrorism articles published per year.
Count refers to all articles in Web of Science with “terrorism” or “terrorist” in the title. Vertical line = 2001.
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Figure 2. Terrorism articles published per year, and related concepts.
Vertical line = 2001. See text for specific search terms.

For a brief comparison of search terms, Figure 2 shows the counts of articles on terrorism, and on
three overlapping concepts: insurgency, radicalization, and violent extremism.28 Only articles on
“terrorism” and “terrorist” increased substantially in the five years after 2001. In the late 2000s,
insurgency articles started to seriously increase, probably as a result of growing civil wars in Iraq,
Afghanistan, and other countries after the start of the “Global War on Terrorism.” The eventual rise in
insurgency research can be seen as a second-order effect of 9/11. Articles on “radicalization” also
increased starting around 2010, as governments and scholars sought to understand individuals who
adopted more extreme beliefs, sometimes resulting in terrorism.29 Articles on “violent extremism”
only start to appear more frequently after 2015, probably because the Obama administration had
increasingly used this term, and more so with the rise of ISIS.30 Work on all these topics probably
increased indirectly because of 9/11, with other factors such as U.S. foreign policy or domestic politics
as intervening variables. However, the quantity of articles on “terrorism” has almost always dwarfed
the number of articles on these related concepts, and only research on “terrorism” soared immediately
after 9/11.31
Why exactly did terrorism research increase so much after 9/11? Precise answers are difficult to
obtain, and beyond the scope of this article, which is mostly descriptive. It is possible that terrorism
research increased in the early 2000s because of patterns of terrorism in general. Figure 3 explores that
possibility, plotting the number of terrorist attacks in the world and the number of terrorism articles
per year.32 There are some remarkable similarities, such as the 1970s increase, and the 2014 attack
spike followed by a research spike. The two series are correlated at .61 (p = .00). Terrorism research
seems to mostly follow global terrorism patterns. However, 9/11 was different. Terrorist attacks
declined between the 1990s and early 2000s, while terrorism research jumped in 2001. The post2001 surge in terrorism research was apparently not the result of broader trends in terrorism.
Figure 4 shows a different way that terrorist attack data might help explain the post-2001 increase in
terrorism research. It indicates the annual number of Americans killed by terrorism, anywhere in the
world, as well as terrorism articles per year. Here we see a clear connection around 2001. The number
of Americans killed by terrorism, according to the Global Terrorism Database, has been quite low
during most of the past 50 years. However, the spike of approximately 3,000 U.S. deaths in 2001 is
followed by 2002’s massive rise in research articles. It was an unprecedented number of terrorism
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Figure 3. Terrorism articles published vs. terrorist attacks in world per year.
Vertical line = 2001. Terrorism data come from the Global Terrorism Database. Correlation = .61, p = .00.

Figure 4. Terrorism articles published vs. U.S. terrorist fatalities per year. Vertical line = 2001. Terrorism data come from the Global
Terrorism Database. Correlation = .06, p = .69.

deaths in a single day, and the fact that it happened to the United States—already the subject of
a disproportionate amount of research33—made it especially likely to spur scholarship. Most of the
time, U.S. terrorism deaths and terrorism research amounts are fairly independent. There is no
correlation when all years are considered (.06, p = .69). However, the immense number of
2001 U.S. deaths seems to have been the catalyst for at least the initial jump in terrorism research
shortly after.
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Why did terrorism research not decrease to pre-9/11 levels shortly after 2002? A combination of
factors is likely to be behind the sustained high volume of research. Some of the important reasons
include increasing terrorism after 9/11 (see Figure 3), increased interest in the topic for normative or
curiosity reasons,34 increased government funding for terrorism research, new data on terrorism, and
new terrorism journals. While general interest and curiosity seem relevant, the impact of massive
amounts of funding is difficult to overstate.35 The new U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
—created as a direct response to 9/11—poured billions of dollars into security research.36 Other
departments, such as the Department of Defense and Department of Justice, increased their research
funding immediately after 9/11 as well.37
Since DHS is the most terrorism-focused department, Figure 5 displays terrorism articles and DHS
research and development funds.38 DHS spent 376 USD million on research and development in 2002,
and an average of just over a billion dollars each year after that.39 Funding and research seem to track
together (with funding slightly antecedent, as one could expect) in a drop starting in the financial crisis
of 2007–2009, and then in increases probably related to ISIS. Overall, there is no correlation between
the two (−.25, p = .31), probably because the funding decreases in the 2010s while terrorism increases.
However, if DHS funding is assumed to be zero before 2002 (instead of missing), DHS funding and
terrorism research are highly correlated (.81, p = .00).40 Beyond DHS, as noted above, terrorismrelated research funding in other U.S. agencies greatly increased after 9/11 as well, encouraging
continued high levels of terrorism research. The abundance of funding seems to help explain part of
why terrorism research remained robust for two decades after 9/11.
Regarding new terrorism journals as a contributing factor to the sustained high levels of terrorism
research, Figure 6 shows how the number of terrorism-specific journals increased over time.41 The
counts of terrorism articles and terrorism journals are, perhaps unsurprisingly, highly correlated (.77,
p = .00). Schuurman notes that there were only two main terrorism journals before 9/11, but seven
were founded in subsequent years.42 Additionally, the two pre-9/11 terrorism journals, SCT and TPV,
substantially increased the number of issues they published per year.43 More broadly, 9/11 spurred
more general journals to publish work on terrorism.44 Consistent with this, post-9/11 terrorism
journals were only founded starting in 2007—so the increase in journals followed the increase in

Figure 5. Terrorism articles and U.S. department of homeland security research funding.
Vertical line = 2001. DHS was created in 2002. Correlation = −.25, p = .31. If DHS R&D is assumed to be zero instead of missing before
2002, the two series are highly correlated at .81, p = .00.
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Figure 6. Terrorism articles and the growth in terrorism-specific journals.
Vertical line = 2001. The terrorism journals and their start years come from Schuurman 2020.

terrorism research, and not vice versa. The surge of work immediately post-9/11 appeared mostly in
other types of journals, from medicine to economics. Longer term, however, once new terrorism
journals were established, this created a new level of demand for terrorism articles, perhaps “locking
in” a higher amount of terrorism research. The new journals facilitated the ISIS spike in terrorism
research, and they make a decline to pre-9/11 levels of research less likely.

Figure 7. Terrorism authors active per year.
Count refers to all scholars with at least two articles in Web of Science with “terrorism” or “terrorist” in the title. “Active” refers to the
years between their first and last such article, inclusive. Vertical line = 2001.
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Shifting to a different outcome, the number of scholars working on terrorism, Figure 7 shows the
number of research-active terrorism scholars by year, and the increase following 9/11 is clear. There
were 140 active terrorism scholars in 2000, which doubled by 2003, and nearly quadrupled by 2009, to
553. Regarding broader trends, the number of scholars working on terrorism looks about as we might
expect before 2000. There is a gradual increase over time, with a slight peak in the late 1980s, the
Reagan era. Then there was a levelling off through the mid-1990s, as security scholars focused
attention on topics such as the Persian Gulf War or the post-Cold War order. The number of scholars
publishing on terrorism starts increasing again in the late 1990s, and jumps from 2000 to 2001, a 28percent increase. (This is consistent with the article data, as scholars published 9/11-related research
late in 2001.) Another notable pattern in the data is that it seems to plateau after 2009, and even
decreases slightly starting in 2010. The slight decrease is consistent with Figure 1, and the DHS funding
data, perhaps related to the financial crisis. One difference between articles and authors information is
that the articles data goes through 2019, showing a substantial increase after 2014. The data on authors
ends in 2015, for methodological reasons described previously, so it is not able to show such a trend.
Regarding the disciplines of journals publishing terrorism research, 9/11 seems to have affected this
as well. Across all disciplines, the absolute number of publications in each discipline increased after
terrorism. However, in terms of each discipline’s percent of the total share of terrorism articles, there
are a few clear patterns. One change involves terrorism and conflict journals, such as the Journal of
Conflict Resolution, Studies in Conflict and Terrorism, and Terrorism and Political Violence. These
journals’ share of terrorism research decreased after 9/11 as many other journals, in a broad range of
disciplines, started publishing work on the subject. This relative decrease is noteworthy because, as
discussed, the number of terrorism journals increased over time. In spite of the substantial increase in
terrorism research in terrorism journals, the share of terrorism publishing by these journals (and
conflict journals more broadly) still dropped after 9/11, and remains lower than it had been in most of
the pre-9/11 era.
Figure 8 shows the percent of terrorism articles in terrorism and conflict journals. Numbers are
erratic in early decades, as the percentages are of a relatively small total number.45 Still, before 9/11,
terrorism and conflict journals published a substantial portion of terrorism research. They published
40 percent or more in several years, and topped 50 percent in the late 1980s. After 2001, however, these

Figure 8. Percent of terrorism articles that appear in terrorism and conflict journals.
Percentage is of all articles in Web of Science with “terrorism” or “terrorist” in the title. Vertical line = 2001.
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journals published on average about 15 percent of terrorism articles. In 2002, with a broad variety of
journals publishing terrorism-related work, terrorism and conflict journals published only about
6 percent of these articles. They never again reached 20 percent. Overall, Figure 8 suggests that 9/11
opened up other types of journals to the possibility of publishing research on terrorism.
Another pattern in the data is that some disciplines increased their terrorism publishing at a much
steeper rate than other disciplines. Table 1 shows, for the disciplines publishing the most terrorism
research, how much of an increase each discipline saw in their number of terrorism articles before and
after 9/11. Terrorism and conflict journals—in spite of the relative decrease shown in Figure 8—
increased their terrorism research substantially in absolute terms, and maintained a solid plurality of
terrorism research. More generally, Table 1 indicates that several disciplines increased their terrorism
articles by a factor of five or six. For example, criminology journals published about three terrorism
articles per year before 2001, according to the methodology used. Between 2002 and 2019, however,
criminology journals published about 17 terrorism articles per year. Four disciplines show more
dramatic increases after 9/11. The counts of terrorism articles in economics, medicine, political
science, and psychology journals each increased by a factor of at least 10.
Economics and psychology journals had the biggest increases, by a factor of 24.5 or 21, respectively.
These considerable increases were in part helped by their relatively low pre-9/11 quantities, only about
one terrorism article pear year for each discipline. Additionally, much of the work in these disciplines
is quantitative, and new quantitative data produced after 9/11 spurred on such research. New grant
funding for social science research likely contributed as well. Additionally, a few scholars in each
discipline have published prolifically on terrorism, and especially since 9/11 have organized journal
special issues, coordinated edited volumes, trained doctoral students, and/or founded journals on
terrorism. This has created an infrastructure that has encouraged other scholars to research the topic—
facilitating the massive increases in terrorism research in their respective disciplines. Examples of such
scholars include Todd Sandler in economics, and Clark McCauley and Andrew Silke in psychology.
Regarding the rise in economics research in particular, the unprecedented economic consequences of
9/11 were probably also influential in spurring research on terrorism by economists.46
While all disciplines increased their terrorism article output after 9/11, and some increased much
more than others, there is additional heterogeneity in the increases. As an example, two of the
disciplines with the largest increases, medicine and psychology, are shown in Figure 9. The number
of terrorism articles in journals of each discipline increased substantially after 9/11, with medical
journals publishing more than psychology in several years immediately after the event. However, the
surge of terrorism research in medical journals was more of a spike than a sustained increase. The
number of terrorism articles in medical journals dropped to pre-9/11 levels by 2014, although there

Table 1. Post-9/11 increases in terrorism articles, by discipline of journal.
Discipline or field
of journals
Area/regional studies
Arts and Literature
Criminology
Economics
Engineering
International Relations
Law
Medicine
Political Science
Psychology
Social science general
Terrorism and conflict

Average number of terrorism articles
per year, 1970–2000
3.1
2.8
2.7
.74
1.3
2.7
2.6
1.6
1.5
1
2.3
10.1

Average number of terrorism articles
per year, 2002–2019
12.1
13.3
17
18.1
8
15.5
21.7
19.7
17.1
21
9.8
46.5

The most common disciplines or fields are shown, alphabetically. Boldface indicates the largest increases.

Factor of post-9/11
increase
3.9
4.8
6.3
24.5
6.2
5.7
8.3
12.3
11.4
21
4.3
4.6
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Figure 9. Terrorism articles published per year, by discipline of journal.
Count refers to all articles in Web of Science with “terrorism” or “terrorist” in the title. Vertical line = 2001.

Figure 10. Active terrorism authors by discipline, in prominent disciplines.
Count refers to all scholars with at least two articles in Web of Science with “terrorism” or “terrorist” in the title. “Active” refers to the
years between their first and last such article, inclusive. Vertical line = 2001.

was another increase after this. Psychology journals, meanwhile, showed more consistent high levels of
terrorism research.
With respect to authors, there are considerable differences across disciplines as well. Figure 10
shows the number of authors, by discipline, for the four most prominent disciplines in the author data.
The four disciplines most-often occurring in the author data are psychology, political science,
economics, and medicine. The graphic shows that the number of authors publishing in terrorism, in
each discipline, dramatically increase after 9/11. However, there are changes across disciplines.
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Perhaps most prominently, there is a switching of “Number 1” places, where political science had been
the top disciplinary home of terrorism scholars through 2001, but starting in 2003, psychology gains
the plurality of scholars publishing terrorism articles. From 2003 to 2011, there were more terrorism
scholars from psychology than any other discipline. Some of this work was on psychological causes of
terrorism, but a great deal also looked at psychological effects.47 In 2012, political science reclaimed the
plurality.
Considering other disciplines in Figure 10, medicine and economics show somewhat parallel trends
to those seen with psychology and political science, respectively. Medicine, which includes scholars
who are physicians or surgeons, has its peak in 2007, and substantially decreases by 2010. As with
psychology, much of this work was on (health) consequences of terrorism. Immediately after 9/11,
interest in this topic increased, and the work was often on effects of 9/11 itself.48 There was also, for
example, Israeli research on medical effects of the second Intifada in Israel (2000–2005), but the bulk
of the work in the early 2000s seems to be related to 9/11. Overall, the increase in health research on
terrorism shown here is consistent with Gordon’s findings.49 Within a decade after 9/11, however,
there was a declining number of medical researchers actively publishing on terrorism. Economists, by
contrast, came to terrorism studies in large numbers after 9/11, and those numbers were still
increasing in 2015.50
Regarding other disciplines, the data on authors includes scholars from fields such as sociology,
criminology, history, and computer science. However, the number of authors from these disciplines is
relatively small, and did not increase as much after 9/11, so the lines associated with these disciplines
would be more flat and close to the bottom of Figure 10 if included—making it difficult to distinguish
between them. This is consistent with information shown in Table 1 regarding other journals from
other disciplines.
To further explore this trading of places between political science and psychology, and because
these are the two most prominent disciplines in terrorism studies according to the author data,
Figure 11 looks at their trends over time in more detail. It shows the share (percentage) of active
terrorism authors in each discipline, instead of the total number of active authors. This to some degree
sets aside the increase in articles after 2001, which was the main visible trend in Figure 10. In Figure 11,

Figure 11. Share of terrorism authors in two prominent disciplines.
Vertical line = 2001.
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we see that political scientists were between 20–25 percent of the terrorism authors through the 1980s
and 1990s. After 2001, however, they dropped to a low of 16 percent and remained there for six years.
Scholars of psychology, meanwhile, made up less than 10 percent of active terrorism authors in most
years of the 1990s, but nearly doubled their share after 9/11. Psychologists were more than 20 percent
of active terrorism researchers from 2005–2011. Political scientists regained their lead in 2012 as the
plurality-publishers of terrorism research, surpassing 20 percent of terrorism researchers in 2013–
2015.
Beyond differences across disciplines, there is also a gender trend over time. Figure 12 shows
the percent of terrorism article authors who are female, as it changes over time. The percentage
increases gradually before pre-9/11, mostly ranging from 5 percent to 13 percent over more than
25 years. By 2002, however, the percentage had jumped to 17 percent, and the trend line of the post-9/
11 years steepened. By 2015, 30 percent of scholars publishing on terrorism were female. The share of
women in terrorism studies, on average, increased an average of less than one third of a percentage
point per year up between 1975 and 2001. Starting in 2001, however, it increased an average of one
percentage point per year.51 The difference in the pre-9/11 and post-9/11 slopes suggest 9/11 may have
played a role. There of course has been a gradual increase in the percentage of women in academia, and
academic publishing, over time. However, the sharp rise and change in slope suggests 9/11 was
a pivotal moment regarding the gender composition of terrorism studies.
Figure 13 shows the percentage of female scholars among those with at least four articles in the data
set. This threshold is used to capture “high-publishing” scholars, since only about 20 percent of those
authors with multiple articles on terrorism have published at least four. Among these high-publishing
scholars, women make up 10–15 percent most years before 9/11. After 2001, the percentage remained
above 20 percent for every year. The increase in female scholars among these researchers started in the
late 1990s. Nonetheless, the increase continued until its peak in 2007, after which the rate seems to
have reached a plateau. Beyond the increase over time, in general women are slightly underrepresented among the “top-publishing” scholars compared to the broader sample. Of the 100 authors
with the most terrorism articles, 21 percent are female. This is lower than the percentage of women in
the entire sample of author with at least two articles, of which 26 percent are female. Given that the

Figure 12. Percent of terrorism article authors who are female.
Vertical line = 2001.
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Figure 13. Percent of high-publishing terrorism authors who are female.
Vertical line = 2001. “High-publishing” means scholars who published at least 4 terrorism articles.

percentage of women in terrorism has increased so much in recent decades, the gap between these two
values is likely to decrease with time.
Why might have the gender makeup of terrorism scholars changed over time? Variations in the
disciplinary distribution of terrorism scholars are probably at least part of the explanation. As
Figure 10 indicated, political scientists made up the plurality of terrorism scholars for all years before
2001. Political science has been a relatively male-dominated discipline. In 2001, for example, women
were only 22 percent of U.S. political science faculty.52 During the same year, however, women were
37 percent of U.S. psychology faculty.53 Throughout the 1990s and 2000s, the psychology female
percentage was always at least 10 percentage points higher than that of political science. Furthermore,
the rates for both psychology and political science increased slowly over time, so the rise in female
participation in terrorism studies shown in Figures 12 and 13 probably has another explanation. The
fact that psychologists substantially increased their involvement in terrorism research around the time
of 9/11, and then overtook political scientists as the most numerous terrorism scholars, probably
contributed to the shift in the gender ratio of terrorism scholars.
The authors data discussed previously (Figures 10 and 11) suggest that political scientists have
regained their position as the plurality publishers in terrorism studies. This raises questions about
a possible link between the surge in psychologists and increased female representation. It could also be
that the increase in female terrorism scholars (for a variety of reasons) after 9/11 created a critical mass
of female mentors and role models for future scholars.54 This would explain why the percentage of
female scholars kept rising even as scholars from psychology apparently became a smaller percentage
of terrorism scholars more recently. Regardless, it will be important to see if the gender ratio in
terrorism studies changes in the coming years, and to think about why this might occur.
Beyond gender differences, a related potential implication of disciplinary shifts in terrorism studies
has to do with co-authoring. Figure 14 shows the average number of authors per article per year. This
is relevant because other studies have sought to examine if co-authoring was becoming more common
in terrorism studies.55 Co-authoring is important because collaborative research seems beneficial to
the advance of science.56 Figure 14 indicates there is an increase in the number of authors per article
over time, from an average of 1.2 in the pre-9/11 era, to 2.1 after it. The increase is not gradual, but
seems to jump just after 2001, and remain at about the same level afterward.
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Figure 14. Average number of authors per terrorism article.
Data come from articles in Web of Science with “terrorism” or “terrorist” in the title. Red line = 2001.

As with the gender dynamics, it seems likely that the increase is at least partially explained by the
disciplines of terrorism authors before and after 9/11.57 In political science, and other disciplines more
common in terrorism studies pre-9/11, solo-authored work is relatively common. In disciplines that
flourished after 9/11, such as psychology and medicine, co-authorship is more common, and teams of
co-authors tend to be larger. Overall, the findings confirm the increase in scholarly collaboration that
others have noticed. However, this longer-term analysis suggests that the increase occurs precisely
around the time of 9/11. It also suggests a reason why: disciplinary shifts in terrorism authorship.
Another way that 9/11 might have affected terrorism studies is through creating a more inter
nationally-diverse set of scholars. Of the 1,723 scholars of multiple terrorism articles, we were able to
identify their primary institutional affiliation, and its country, for 1,700. As Figure 15 indicates,
terrorism scholars worked in around 10 countries for most years before 2001. These countries, as
might be expected, were mostly North American or Western European, along with a few others such as
Israel. The pool of researchers slowly internationalized, going from 11 countries in the late 1980s to 15
by 2000. After 2001, however, the number of countries with scholars publishing terrorism research
increased markedly, doubling to 30 countries by 2007. Countries with terrorism scholars that year
included China, India, Pakistan, South Korea, and Turkey. By the 2010s, terrorism scholars were
publishing in Argentina, Cameroon, Lebanon, and Nigeria. This post-9/11 geographic diversity of
knowledge production is notable given the traditional dominance of academic publishing by scholars
in wealthy Global North countries.58
The increase in countries producing terrorism research is probably due to several factors. After 9/
11, global interest in terrorism increased. This might have happened to some extent in a grass-roots
way, as individuals (including researchers) around the world became curious about the phenomenon.
There was also a top-down or government-led diffusion of terrorism interest. Countries joined the
United States as partners in the Global War on Terrorism, and the focus on terrorism and counter
terrorism spread throughout the world.59 Consistent with this, NATO member Turkey founded
a terrorism journal in 2008, the Defence Against Terrorism Review. The post-9/11 international
diffusion in terrorism interest was sometimes tied to U.S. aid.60 Beyond 9/11 leading the
U.S. government to encourage terrorism research internationally, there was also a related backlash
to the U.S.-led focus on terrorism, often under the umbrella of critical terrorism studies. This type of
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Figure 15. Number of countries with scholars producing terrorism research.
Vertical line = 2001. Count refers to the country associated with each terrorism scholar’s home institution.

research often comes from scholars in non-Western countries.61 More generally, the more accessible
publishing environment after 9/11—more terrorism journals, including open-access journals—com
bined with growing internet access globally probably also contributed to the increasing internationa
lization of terrorism research.
Some of the increase in geographic diversity of terrorism scholars probably would have happened
without 9/11. In science generally, there has been a gradual increase in the share of publications from
non-U.S.-based authors regardless of the events of 2001.62 However, the steepness of the slope of the
post-2001 line in Figure 15 suggests 9/11 played a role, and there are reasons to believe that 9/11
encouraged scholars around the world to study terrorism.
Figure 16 explores a related issue, to what extent the U.S. share of researchers has changed since
2001. Throughout the data, far more terrorism researchers are based at U.S. institutions than those of
any other country. Of the 1,700 scholars with country information, 747 are in the United States. The
countries with the next-highest numbers of scholars are the United Kingdom (188) and Israel (132).
The majority of terrorism researchers were at U.S. institutions in almost all years before 2001. Did 9/11
have an impact on U.S. dominance of terrorism studies? Figure 16 shows that immediately after 9/11,
the share of U.S.-based researchers reached 69 percent, a high not seen since the 1970s. This is likely
because U.S.-based scholars in particular rushed to research this topic that directly affected the country
in which they worked. However, in the years after 2001, a downward trend appears. The U.S. share of
researchers decreased almost every year, as a growing number of scholars from other countries start to
publish on terrorism as well. U.S.-based scholars lost their majority in 2010. By 2015, the share of
terrorism scholars at U.S. institutions was only 41 percent.63
Some readers might be curious if the decline in the share of U.S.-based scholars has implications for
terrorism research in terms of gender or discipline. Gender ratios are fairly similar between U.S.-based
and non-U.S-based scholars, although there has been slightly more female representation at
U.S. institutions. Between 1975 and 2001, about 10 percent of U.S.-based terrorism scholars were
female, and the percentage was 7 percent for those outside the United States. After 9/11, the
percentages were 25 percent and 23 percent respectively. If the U.S. share of scholars continues to
decrease, this could slightly slow the growth toward gender parity. Regarding disciplines discussed
earlier, there are some distinctions regarding the relative numbers of political scientists or
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Figure 16. U.S.-based scholars as a percent of terrorism scholars.
Vertical line = 2001

psychologists. Between 1975 and 2001, political scientists made up 36 percent of U.S.-based terrorism
scholars, while psychologists were only 2 percent. After 2001, political scientists decreased to 23 per
cent of U.S.-based terrorism researchers, while psychologists increased to 15 percent. Outside the
United States, political scientists and psychologists were about the same share of terrorism researchers
before 2001: 10 percent and 11 percent respectively. In the 15 years after 9/11, the share of non-U.S.based political scientists stayed almost the same, 11 percent, while the share of non-U.S.-based
psychologists nearly doubled, to 21 percent. On the whole, the relative dominance of political scientists
in terrorism studies seems to have mostly been a U.S. phenomenon. The post-9/11 surge in psychol
ogists researching terrorism, however, was a global phenomenon. If the share of U.S.-based scholars
continues to decrease, psychologists might regain their plurality among terrorism researchers.

Discussion and conclusions
The attacks of 9/11 had monumental consequences of many types. The unprecedented violence of 9/11
seems to have also shaped the very study of terrorism. Previously, there have only been a few studies
analyzing how 9/11 affected terrorism research, and they mostly examined only a few years after 9/11.
This manuscript sought to contribute to these discussions by analyzing thousands of articles on
terrorism between 1970 and 2019, and the more than 1,500 authors of multiple terrorism articles, to
see how 9/11 influenced research on terrorism.
Several findings stand out. The surge in terrorism research seems to have remained, and apparently
even increased again in recent years. Regarding authors, the number of scholars working on terrorism
also rose steeply after 9/11, and has not diminished. With respect to types of journals, terrorism and
conflict journals were a home to much of the terrorism research before 9/11, and remain the plurality
of journals publishing terrorism research, but their share dropped after 2001 as journals in other
disciplines published an increasing amount of terrorism research. Looking at other types of journals,
and the disciplines of authors, suggests that psychology research increased substantially after 9/11. In
general, medical and health research on terrorism became more common.
The increase in psychologists in the field seems to have had an impact on an under-studied aspect of
terrorism studies: the gender ratio among terrorism researchers. Female authors made up a small but
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growing share of terrorism researchers before 9/11. After 9/11, however, the rate of growth increased
markedly. This is apparently at least in part because psychologists suddenly made up a large portion of
terrorism researchers, and psychology has consistently had a higher percentage of women than the
pre-9/11 dominant terrorism studies field, political science. Disciplinary shifts might have contributed
to collaboration patterns as well. The average number of authors on a terrorism article almost doubled
from the pre-911 era to the post-9/11 years, and this seems to be linked to the fact that scholars coming
to the topic after 9/11 were more likely to be from fields where collaborative research is more common.
A final pattern examined was that of the geographic diversity of terrorism researchers. Scholars in the
United States published the majority of terrorism research in most years before 2001, somewhat
consistent with the outsized role of the United States in science production more broadly in the 20th
century.64 However, the U.S.-based share of terrorism scholars has decreased steadily since 9/11, as
scholars around the world increasingly study the subject.
Beyond showing apparent effects of 9/11, the paper also sheds light on terrorism studies in broader
ways. One contribution is identifying the most prominent disciplines in the field. Another is demon
strating the sheer number of terrorism scholars. It has been noted (and lamented) that many authors
who publish on terrorism are one-time contributors, non-specialists who primarily study other
topics.65 However, my analysis identifies more than 1,500 authors of multiple articles. Additionally,
analyzing the gender breakdown among terrorism authors had not previously been done to my
knowledge, and it raises additional questions, discussed below.
Limitations of the research should be acknowledged. Searching only for articles with “terrorism” or
“terrorist” in the title excludes work that only has terms such as “insurgency” or “political violence” in
the title instead, or specific names of groups. Additionally, searching articles excludes books and other
sources. Limiting searches to article titles, instead of abstracts, overlooks articles with “terrorism” only
in the abstract. It is possible that these issues have affected findings. Future research could use
a broader range of keywords, or search books, conference presentations, and dissertations. Searches
could look beyond article titles, and examine abstracts or full text as well. Searches could also employ
search terms in non-English languages. There are tradeoffs with different search approaches, but as
more analyses are conducted, using different techniques, we can have more confidence regarding
generalizations about terrorism research and researchers.
The findings raise important questions, and suggest paths for additional research. Regarding the
relatively low share of terrorism studies articles published in terrorism and conflict journals since 9/11:
How does the body of research in terrorism journals compare to the body of terrorism research in
other types of journals? Are scholars who primarily read terrorism journals missing key findings
elsewhere? More broadly, regarding the diverse disciplinary homes of scholars: To what extent is
terrorism research siloed in different disciplines or journals? If we want to claim that terrorism studies
is building cumulative knowledge, but distinct communities of scholars are not communicating with
each other, this would be a concern.
The finding about the female share of terrorism researchers suggests a need for more analysis of
gender among terrorism scholars. Other disciplines or fields of study have examined gendered
dynamics of journal article acceptance rates, citation patterns, and co-authorship.66 There is a rich
body of research studying gendered aspects of terrorism,67 but there has been very little analysis of
gendered issues in terrorism research production and publication. Some possible lines of inquiry
include: Which terrorism journals publish more work by female scholars? How is the gender of an
author, or the gender composition of a team of scholars, related to the likelihood of a manuscript
eventually being accepted for publication? How does the gender ratio among terrorism scholars
compare to that of other disciplines or topics of study? Scholars have examined similar questions
for other disciplines or fields, drawing valuable and sometimes troubling conclusions.68 The findings
about geographic diversity raise questions as well. What explains the diffusion of terrorism research
internationally? How does terrorism research differ across distinct countries and regions?
Scholars can draw on the newly-introduced data in a number of ways.69 One possible project would
be to identify the most prominent scholars in the data, and examine their biographical data to see what
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that can tell us about terrorism studies. Previous articles have made lists of such scholars, but usually
with data ending just after 9/11 (e.g., 2003), missing the many hundreds or thousands of scholars who
may have started working on the topic in the interim.70 Regarding the countries that terrorism
scholars work in: Why are some countries under-represented, and others over-represented?
Additionally, while this project gathered data on the authors of multiple articles, one could gather
biographical data on the thousands of other authors of terrorism research. It would be worthwhile to
see what differences exist comparing authors of single articles to authors of multiple articles, to see
how these contributors differ from other terrorism scholars. Regarding the data on articles, the corpus
could be examined to see which topics appeared regularly, or which countries were studied more than
others.
9/11 reshaped terrorism studies in important ways. It is difficult to think of another single-day
event that so profoundly affected an area of research. It inspired thousands of individuals to start
researching terrorism. This influx transformed the nature of terrorism studies in multiple ways, such
as the disciplinary perspectives used and the gender ratio of scholars. Some of these changes seem to
have been temporary, while others remain. Additional research can help us further understand how
terrorism studies continues to evolve, and how it might change in the future.
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